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COMMENTARY

Niemann’s popular strategies got
off to a great first-quarter start when
many of 2013’s leaders continued
to dominate the overall market. Dynamic, Dynamic Sector, Risk Managed and Global Opportunity all amassed impressive leads against their benchmarks by early
March. However, their big leads were sharply reduced and even reversed in one instance after
Russia/Ukraine tensions, slower-than-expected
US economic growth and ongoing weaknesses in China prompted investors to sell their top-performing
equities. Prices fell quickly in the leadership areas as investors reallocated assets more defensively
to utilities and Treasuries, or attempted to profit from the Russia/Ukraine situation by investing in the
energy and defense sectors.

AT A GLANCE
Initially the aggressive selloff looked like a
potential rotation could be moving away from
high valuation areas, like internet and biotech stocks, but it was too early to call it a
true rotation according to our research. Niemann analytics focus on intermediate-term
time frames, which were still intact at the end
of the quarter despite the aggressive selling. Rather than a rotation, the quick selloff
at hand could be what we call “mean reversion” or “momentum destruction,” which are
fancy ways of saying the market’s highflyers
have been getting a dose of reality. No question that the market’s leaders got a bit ahead
of themselves and were due for a pullback.
However, the jury is still out on whether the
pullback is the beginning of a rotation that
potentially could set off a broad-market correction, or the makings of a healthy backand-fill process that could build a base for
higher highs.
Overall, we are pleased with our Q1 results.
Dynamic and Dynamic Sector gained 4.92%
and 5.64%, net of fees, respectively vs.
1.81% and 0.61% for their respective S&P
500 TR and ACWI benchmarks. Risk Managed slightly underperformed the S&P 500
TR with a 1.27% gain (net
of fees), but we’ll take that
after beating the benchmark 43.56% to 32.39% in
2013. Global Opportunity
increased 1.18% (net of
fees) in Q1 vs. 1.05% for
its MSCI ACWI/Barclays
AGG blended benchmark.

LOOKING
AHEAD

We are entering the second quarter in the midst of
a possible rotation that could lead to a broad-market correction. Conversely, we could be in a healthy
profit-taking phase that paves the way for another
round of all-time highs in the weeks ahead. If this
turns out to be the makings of a market correction,
our Risk-Balanced Opportunity ™ process will seek
the areas of the market that are offering the most
attractive potential returns with reasonable risk. If
such areas are few and far between, our risk managed strategies that offer downside protection might
begin to raise cash to safeguard assets and wait
for better entry points. Our fully invested strategies
would continue to rotate towards defensive areas
exhibiting the best relative strength.
If this turns out to be nothing more than healthy profit taking, the 2013 leadership names could bounce
and lead the market higher again, or we could possibly see new leadership take over. After all, there
are several areas of the market still trading below
historical valuation levels. Either way you slice it,
higher highs is a real possibility, particularly with the
Federal Reserve appearing to be in no hurry to stop
the stimulus.

activity. This could set the stage for upside surprises if expectations are too low. However, earnings
guidance could be the deciding factor. If corporate
America sets an overly bearish tone for the rest of
the year, domestic stocks would likely correct more
broadly.
In the meantime, risk-averse investors should review their downside protection plans. We believe
now is a good time to position assets into flexible
strategies that can adapt to several types of market environments, including going to cash to preserve assets when upside opportunities aren’t worth
the risk. Niemann’s most flexible strategy is Global
Opportunity (GO). GO is a multi-asset class ETF
Managed Portfolio that invests in equity and fixedincome indexes, industries, sectors and alternatives
around the world. At the end of Q1, GO’s allocation
was 68% US equities, 17% international equities,
10% US bonds and 5% cash.
If you want to stay focused on US equities, but with
safeguards to protect assets, the Niemann Risk
Managed strategy is a US-equity ETF Managed
Portfolio that invests in indexes, industries, sectors
and alternatives. Risk Managed offers downside
protection by incrementally going to cash or cash
equivalents as market risk becomes excessive. At
times Risk Managed can be up to 100% in cash to
limit losses.
Having peace of mind in risky environments is a
healthy way to navigate.

To review your portfolio
call the Niemann team at
Banks, semiconductors, utilities and energy are a 877.643.6222
few sectors that have been getting more attractive
during the downturn, but not yet compelling enough
to warrant selling our intermediate- and long-term
leaders, which could rebound substantially in the
near future. If the market’s leaders do in fact get
terminated, that’s typically not a good sign for the
overall market. When leadership breaks, it can be a
signal that a bull market cycle has peaked.

There’s a high probability that we will know within
the first few weeks of Q2 whether or not the market’s leaders are truly rolling over. Earnings season
is near, and Q1 expectations were lowered after the
unusually severe winter weather affected economic
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To learn more about Niemann's strategies, contact our sales team at
877.643.6222 or sales@ncm.net. Visit us at www.ncm.net or blog.ncm.net
Benchmark Definitions
MSCI ACWI\Barclays U.S. Bond Aggregate Index - This blended benchmark consists of 2/3 MSCI All Cap World Index (ACWI) and 1/3 Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
Index.
MSCI All Cap World Index (ACWI) - is a free float-adjusted market capitalization
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets. The MSCI ACWI consists of 44 country indices comprising 23 developed and 21 emerging market country indices. (for a complete country
listing go to www.MSCI.com)
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (AGG) - covers the investment-grade, U.S.
dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market, including Treasuries, government-related and corporate securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM passthroughs), ABS, and CMBS. The Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and its subindices are the most widely used U.S. fixed income benchmark family.
The MSCI ACWI ex USA Index - is a free float-adjusted market capitalizationweighted index designed to measure the combined equity market performance of
developed and emerging markets countries, excluding the United States.
S&P 500 TR Index - Assumes reinvested dividends: The S&P 500 Total Return Index
is a cap weighted, unmanaged group of 500 stocks as selected by the Standard &
Poor’s Publishing Company. They are usually the 500 largest companies in terms
of market capitalization and are chosen to represent the entire market’s value. The
S&P 500 Total Return Index is used by many institutional investors as a performance
benchmark representing the “stock market” return.
Composite - Assumes reinvested dividends: The combined asset-weighted performance of all accounts within a given Niemann strategy. Each strategy has its own
composite and does not contain any accounts from another strategy. Composite performance numbers are net of all fees and reported in arrears. As of Feb 1, 2014, both
the Dynamic Custom Benchmark and Wilshire 5000 Index were removed leaving the
S&P 500 TR Index as the sole benchmark for Niemann’s Dynamic Composite. NCM believes the S&P TR Index is the best and most accurate benchmark for this composite.
As of Feb 1, 2014, the Dynamic International Custom benchmark, MSCI EM Index &
MSCI EAFE Index benchmarks were replaced by the MSCI ACWI ex USA Index as the
sole benchmark for Niemann’s Dynamic International Composite. NCM believes the
MSCI ACWI ex USA Index is the best and most accurate benchmark for this composite.
As of Feb 1, 2014, the Dynamic Sector Custom benchmark, Wilshire 5000 Index and
S&P 500 TR Index benchmarks were replaced by the MSCI ACWI Index as the sole
benchmark for Niemann’s Dynamic Sector Composite. NCM believes the MSCI ACWI
Index is the best and most accurate benchmark for this composite. As of Jan 1, 2013,
the Global Opportunity Custom Benchmark was replaced by the MSCI ACWI/Barclay’s
U.S. Bond Aggregate Index as the benchmark for the Global Opportunity Composite.
NCM believes that the replacement is a more accurate benchmark for this composite.
As of February 1, 2014, NCM’s Global Opportunity Strategy cannot be net short. Due
to this change to the Global Opportunity Strategy, performance before the change
is not comparable to performance after the change. As of Feb 1, 2014, both the Risk
Managed Custom Benchmark and Blended 60/40 Lipper Balanced Fund Index were
removed leaving the S&P 500 TR Index as the sole benchmark for Niemann’s Risk
Managed Composite. NCM believes the S&P TR Index is the best and most accurate
benchmark for this composite. As of Feb 1, 2014, the Risk Managed International
Custom, MSCI EM & MSCI EAFE benchmarks were replaced by the MSCI ACWI ex USA
Index as the sole benchmark for Niemann’s Risk Managed International Composite.
NCM believes the MSCI ACWI ex USA Index is the best and most accurate benchmark
for this composite. As of Feb 1, 2014, the Risk Managed Sector Custom benchmark,
Blended 60/40 Lipper Balanced Fund Index and S&P 500 TR Index benchmarks were
replaced by the MSCI ACWI Index as the sole benchmark for Niemann’s Risk Managed
Sector Composite. NCM believes the MSCI ACWI Index is the best and most accurate
benchmark for this composite. As of Feb 1, 2014, the Tactical Global Bond’s Blended
Bond benchmark and Lipper Global Income benchmark were removed leaving the
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index as the sole benchmark for Niemann’s Tactical
Global Bond Composite. NCM believes the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is the
best and most accurate benchmark for this composite. NCM believes that the comparison of the composite’s performance to a particular market index is inappropriate.
The portfolios generating the composite’s performance are not nearly as diversified
as the indices shown. Because of the differences between the composite’s strategy
and the composition of those indices, NCM believes that these indices are not comparable to the composite’s investment strategy and it is not aware of any other index
that is directly comparable.

Disclosure
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Given the inherent volatil-

ity of the securities markets, it should not be assumed that investors will experience
returns, if any, comparable to those shown here. Any stock market transaction can result in either profit or loss. Additionally, the performance of Niemann’s profiles should
also be viewed in the context of the broad market and general economic conditions
prevailing during the periods covered by the performance information. Market and
economic conditions could change in the future, producing materially different returns.
Investment strategies may be subject to various types of risk of loss including, but
not limited to, market risk, credit risk, interest rate risk and inflation risk. In addition,
strategies with international capabilities are subject to risks including, but not limited
to, currency fluctuations, economic instability and political instability. The foregoing
data were prepared by NCM and have not been compiled, reviewed or audited by
an independent accountant. NCM believes that the results were generated with an
investment philosophy and methodology that it expects to continue to use, but future
investments will be made under different economic conditions and in different securities. In particular, through April 1, 2010, the performance shown does not include
investment in exchange-traded funds. Performance after that date may include investment in exchange-traded funds and, as a result, may differ materially. The results do
not reflect performance in all economic cycles.
Please visit us online at www.ncm.net or call 1-800-622-1626 for current performance
information or for a complete list and description of Niemann’s composites.
Performance results are presented net of transaction costs and Niemann’s
actual management fees. Niemann’s annual management fees may vary from 1%
to 2.3%. Additionally, mutual funds (including exchange traded funds) and variable
annuities (Funds) charge various fees, all of which are disclosed in the Funds’ prospectuses annually, along with any potential trading restrictions. Such fees are borne by
shareholders and are reflected in the net asset values of the Funds. Some Funds also
charge short-term redemption fees and excess transaction fees (Special Fees), that are
billed to shareholders at the time of the event causing the fee. Clients pay these fees in
addition to Niemann’s advisory fees. In selecting Funds in which to invest client assets,
Niemann considers the nature and size of the fees charged by the Funds. Niemann
selects a Fund only if Niemann believes the Fund’s performance, after all fees, will meet
Niemann’s performance standards. Consequently, Niemann may select Funds that have
higher or lower fees than other similar Funds, and that charge Special Fees. When deciding whether to liquidate a Fund position, Niemann will take into consideration any
Special Fees that the Fund may charge. Niemann may decide to sell a Fund position
even though it will result in the client being required to pay Special Fees. In addition,
overall performance may be affected by fees charged by the account custodian.
Performance results and comparative benchmarks assume reinvestment of
dividends & income when noted. Please see individual benchmark definitions for
details. All profiles & reports have been prepared solely for informational purposes, and
are not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any security
or instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Performance shown
for each Niemann strategy includes all actual, fee-paying, fully discretionary accounts
managed by Niemann using that strategy. Each composite does not accurately present
the performance of any specific account, which depends on investment timing and
weighting, among other factors, that vary from account to account. Individual account
performance may differ from the composite. Each account included in the composite is
added after it has been under active management for at least one full month. A closed
account is included through the last full calendar month that it was actively managed.
Niemann, its affiliates or its employees may have positions in and may affect transactions in securities and instruments mentioned in these profiles and reports. Some of
the investments discussed or recommended may be unsuitable for certain investors
depending on their specific investment objectives and financial position. The benchmarks to which Niemann compares its performance do not represent actual trading.
Niemann is an SEC-registered investment advisor that provides active third-party management for separately managed accounts. Niemann offers management in a variety
of brokerage strategies, as well as variable annuity and variable universal life insurance
products. Niemann is not affiliated with any broker/dealer, and works with multiple
broker/dealer channels and their associated financial professionals to distribute its
products and services. Please check with your financial advisor for more details about
Niemann and Niemann’s product offerings.
To request a copy of Niemann’s current Form ADV Part 2, and/or Niemann’s Annual
Full Disclosure Presentation, please contact Richard West @ 800.622.1626 or email
compliance@ncm.net. Please contact your financial advisor to request a copy of his/
her current Form ADV Part 2 and a copy of his/her broker/dealer’s current applicable
disclosure statement. From time to time, Niemann or its affiliates may make available
to associated persons of investment advisors or broker/dealers (each, an “Associate”)
certain communication materials, such as these materials, to be used with an Associate’s clients that the Associate may refer to Niemann. No such materials may be
modified in any manner without Niemann’s prior written consent. If such consent is
granted, with respect to such modified materials, the Associate is solely responsible for
complying with any filing or approval requirements of FINRA or any other regulatory
authority or self-regulatory authority to which the Associate may be subject.
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